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Mike is the Executive Director of the
European Alliance for Access to Safe
Medicines (EAASM). The EAASM is a panEuropean non-profit patient safety
organisation, bringing together all
concerned with eliminating falsified
medicines from the supply chain. With
patient safety at its heart, the EAASM is also
currently promoting safer use of medical
practices which is severely compromising
patient’s welfare and rights in certain
medical conditions and situations.
Mike is also the Executive Director of the
Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacy in the EU
(ASOP EU). With 35,000 fake pharmacy
websites targeting Europe on any given day,
this multisectoral organisation’s mission is
to enable patients to buy their medicines
online safely – where it is legal to do so. Its
aim is to produce concrete voluntary actions
that will make a real difference and
ultimately benefit the health of patients.
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Commission and became a Team Member of
the European Centre for the Validation of
Alternative Methods (EURL-ECVAM) where
she was involved in validation studies of
toxicological in vitro tests. She collaborated
in several framework projects including
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involved in Nanomedicine related Horizon
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Nanomedicine Characterisation Laboratory
(EU-NCL) assessing the toxic potential of
nanomaterials by using in vitro test
methods. She holds a PhD degree in Biology
obtained for her work on the development
of immunotherapies against leukaemia.
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Pharmaceutical Sciences, division of
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in Amsterdam. He is a co-editor of the book
on NBCDs in the AAPS Advances in the
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Products.
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initiated research on nanomedicines at
Ghent University where he explores the
interface between drug delivery, biophysics,
material sciences and physical chemistry.
He is the author or co-author of about 310
manuscripts, including contributions to
Nature Materials, Nature Communications,
Nature biotechnology, Nature Drug
Discovery Reviews and Nano Letters. He has
served as Dean of the Faculty of
Pharmaceutical Sciences at Ghent
University from 2010 until 2014. Since 2014
he is a member of the Board of Directors of
Ghent University. He serves as editor (for
Europe, Middle East & Africa) of the Journal
of Controlled Release since 2014.

